Chamilo  LMS - Bug #8310

Gravatar picture is too small in left menu

30/06/2016 01:18 - Yannick Warnier

Status: Bug resolved
Priority: Normal
Assignee: Yannick Warnier
Category: Social
Target version: 1.11.0
Complexity: Normal

Start date: 30/06/2016
Due date: 
% Done: 100%
Estimated time: 0.00 hour
Spent time: 0.00 hour
SCRUM pts - complexity: ?

Description
When enabling Gravatar with a matching e-mail, the picture that appears in the left menu is limited to 50x50 px. This is much smaller than the normal size (when I upload a picture directly).

History
#1 - 01/07/2016 19:05 - Yannick Warnier
- Assignee changed from José Loguercio to Yannick Warnier

#2 - 01/07/2016 19:14 - Yannick Warnier
- Status changed from Assigned to Bug resolved
- % Done changed from 0 to 100

Commit 5cb77e76d6e997965f57f8da18d0de9bf7b56057
Fix Gravatar picture is too small in left menu - refs CT#8310